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Primary School Social
Distancing Graphic Pack
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Part 1
Graphics Pack
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x30 25cm Round Floor Graphics (5 of each design)

x20 10cm Wall/Window Stickers (4 of each design) 

x3 Rectangular “Wait Here” Floor GraphicAvailable in 7 colours



x1  Stencil Spray Paint 750ml
(Choose from red, yellow or white)

x1  Directional Arrow 40cm x1  Distancing Symbol 40cmx1  2m Message 40cm 

Part 2
Stencils & Paint
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Part 3
Easy Apply
Window Posters

Available in 7 colours
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Part 4
External
Correx Signs
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Available in 7 colours



Pricelist

Each Primary School Social Distancing Graphic Pack contains

Please send your Purchase Order to Cotswold Printing along with 
the colour and quantity of packs you require.

1 Pack for £200+vat

2 Packs for £185+vat
(each)

3 Packs for £175+vat
(each)

4 Packs for £150+vat
(each)

Available in 7 colours



80          £44              £42              £40              £37              £35

85           £45              £43              £40              £38              £36

100           £51              £48              £46              £43              £41

120           £60             £57               £54              £51               £48

150           £69              £66              £62              £59              £55

200           £92              £87              £82              £78              £73
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Price per unit (excl VAT)

Width (cm) Height (cm) Price (excl VAT)

60                                        80                                     £55
70                                        80                                     £61
80                                        80                                     £67
90                                        80                                     £73

100                                        80                                     £79
 110                                        80                                     £85
120                                        80                                     £91
130                                        80                                     £97
140                                        80                                    £103
150                                        80                                    £109
160                                        80                                    £115
170                                        80                                    £121
180                                        80                                    £127
  80                                       100                                    £79
  90                                       100                                    £87
100                                       100                                    £94
 110                                       100                                   £102
120                                       100                                   £109
130                                       100                                   £117
140                                       100                                   £124
150                                       100                                   £132
160                                       100                                   £139
170                                       100                                   £147
180                                       100                                   £154

Screens Pricelist

5mm Perspex Screens Pull Up Screens

“Our Perspex and Pull Up Screens are 
the latest products to be made by 

Cotswold Printing. They are ideal to 
use on receptions and desks to help 

protect both staff and students 
during these strange times.”


